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Methodology
1. This report constitutes part of a trade union study focusing on gender in XPO
Logistics. It contains information gathered from a variety of public sources, as
well as on reports made and documentation provided by the Federación de
Servicios para la Movilidad y el Consumo (FeSMC) of the Union General de
Trabajadores, UGT, which represents the majority of Spain’s XPO workers. In
Madrid, in April 2018 the authors carried out a series of individual interviews with
workers who we do not identify for reasons of confidentiality.

2.

Sarah Finke is currently the ITF’s policy coordinator and was previously its
women’s officer. Verónica Silveira is the FeSMC UGT’s equality officer and is
responsible for the federation’s public action program (acción sindical).

Background
XPO Logistics, Inc. is a top ten global logistics provider of cutting-edge supply
chain solutions to the most successful companies in the world. The company
operates as a highly integrated network of people, technology, and physical assets
in 34 countries, with over 89,000 employees and 1,431 locations. XPO uses its
network to help more than 50,000 customers manage their goods more efficiently
throughout their supply chains. The company has two reporting segments:
transportation and logistics, and within these segments, its business is well
diversified by geographies, verticals, and types of service. XPO's corporate
headquarters are in Greenwich, Conn., USA, and its European headquarters are
in Lyon, France. The company conducts the majority of its European operations
through its subsidiary, XPO Logistics Europe SA, in which it holds an 86.25%
controlling interest (Source: XPO Logistics).
3. At first glance, XPO Logistics Europe seems to take its social responsibility
seriously, including the employment and gender rights enshrined in the UN Global
Compact. “XPO is proud to be a signee of the UN Global Compact, the world's
foremost corporate responsibility initiative. By supporting the ten principles of the
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Compact, XPO has committed to human rights, employment rights, the protection
of the environment and anti-corruption,” its website says1. XPO Logistics Europe
has published employment data by gender across Europe, i.e. it is not broken
down by country.2
4. XPO’s Spanish business is important to this multinational company. XPO
Logistics’ 2017 fourth-quarter report recognized the 7.2% revenue growth
reported for Spain: “In Europe, contract logistics growth was led by a strong peak
season for e-commerce, particularly in the UK and Spain.”3
5. XPO’s Spanish operations are headquartered out of Santander in the north of the
country, and the company has sites all over Spain including at Alovera and
Cabanillas del Campo in the central Guadalajara region near Madrid. A map of
XPO sites in Spain appears in Annex 29. In total in the central region, there are
seven significant sites: three of them warehouses dedicated to e-commerce for
leading companies including Zara and Amazon, and three multi-temperature
storage centers operated by Salvesen Logistics, which is 50% owned by Danone
and XPO Logistics.
6. XPO Logistics has big ideas for central Spain. It plans to open a new Guadalajarabased operation serving textile giant Inditex (which owns Zara) in 60,000 squares
meters conceived as an intermodal transport platform at Marchamalo, apparently
creating 3,200 jobs4. Spain has a 16.4 % unemployment rate (compared with 4.1
% in the US, Dec 2017).
7. However, the industrial relations for XPO Logistics at Alovera since XPO
Logistics acquired Norbert Dentressangle in April 2015 have been consistently
strained. The impact of the company’s cost-cutting on ordinary workers’ lives has
1

XPO Logistics Corporate Social Responsibility See also Annex 1
According to XPO Logistics Europe’s 2017 annual report, the share of women in the company is 24.4%, which
XPO cites as above the average for the sector. Women’s proportion in management is 31.9%. The share of women
by occupational category and by business unit shows a high degree of occupational segregation, especially for
drivers and workers. The average earnings level of women across all occupational categories is 17% less than
men.
3
XPO Logistics Announces Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2017 Results See also Annex 2
4
Cadena Ser 19/10/2017 XPO Logistics creará más de 3.000 empleos en Marchamalo en un año See also Annex 3
2
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been significant, and this, coupled with a change in management attitudes has led
to grievances amongst employees. It is their concerns that have sparked this
report. One worker told us that since the XPO takeover:
“Precariousness has got worse. What is important are the numbers. From how
many pallets you have parked up to how much you earn for the company. And if
you do not make your numbers, the numbers that XPO requires, then that’s it for
you. And it’s been like that since XPO took over.5”
8. In addition to the intensification of work and its precariousness, XPO Logistics is
degrading basic conditions. The FeSMC UGT trade union federation – part of one
of Spain’s two big union confederations - called a three-day strike on 14-16
December 2015 of logistics workers in Guadalajara, a situation which became
particularly acute after XPO Logistics, among others, refused to accept the conditions of the
regional agreement proposed by unions and employers. Specifically,
XPO had refused wage increases, leave for personal matters and
payment of breaks6. Ninety percent of the 8,000 logistics workers involved took
part in the action, and the strike ended after an agreement on 16th Dec.7 The
community widely supported the workers.8
9. In May 2016 the Spanish press gave extensive coverage to the 3-week hunger
strike mounted by driver Jesus Abad Perez, his grievance being his that his
employment by XPO was misclassified as self-employment. Abad Perez explained
to the media that he got paid by the kilometer and had to find money for truck rental,
insurance, fuel, tolls and other costs through the cooperative to which he belonged,
but that in fact, his self-employment was fake because XPO was his only employer.
He said:

5

Interview with authors
El Vigia 15/12/2015 Las negociaciones entre XPO Logistics y los sindicatos acaban en una convocatoria de
huelga en Guadalajara See also Annex 4
7
Todo Transporte 16/12/2014 Desconvocada la huelga en el sector logístico de Guadalajara tras el acuerdo
entre UGT y patronal See also Annex 5
8
Change.org Trabajadores de XPO LOGISTICS, centros de trabajo de ZARA y AMAZON de Alovera,
Guadalajara See also Annex 6
6
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"Last month I earned 1,400 euros - and what’s left after I’ve deducted all those
costs is what I live on,”9.
10. Interest in this story appears to have been high enough that when a French driver
carried out a similar hunger strike in January this year, it was reported in the
Spanish press.10

Gender in Spain
11. However, one of the areas where XPO Logistics has attracted most criticism in
Spain is in its treatment of women workers. On March 8th, 2018 International
Women’s Day, Spanish trade unions UGT and CC.OO. supported the "feminist
strike" called by women's organizations. Guadalajara's XPO employees came out
in force (see photos in Annex 29); evidently, this was a deeply felt issue.
12. Although Spanish women still perform most of the country’s unpaid care work,
and women on average earn 23% less than men11, women's participation in the
labor market has continuously increased from the 1990s (being 53.6 percent in
2016). Female parliamentary representation has stabilized since 2004 at around 36
percent, and gender equality policies have been progressively institutionalized and
consolidated.12 However, women’s unemployment remains higher than men’s, and
women represent around 70% of the total number of people in part-time work
(INE, 2013).
13. Gender violence remains a visible and significant problem. During 2016, a total of
44 women died as a result of gender violence, and campaigners13 believe the
Spanish government should be doing more to prevent and punish such crimes.
These issues are high profile ones in Spain and regularly appear in the press. That
sexual harassment is a form of gender violence is widely understood, as is the fact

9

El Diario 19/05/2016 18 días en huelga de hambre contra los “falsos autónomos" See also Annex 7
Diario de Transporte 14/05/2018 Un camionero de XPO Logistics en huelga de hambre para denunciar el acoso
laboral See also Annex 8
11
El País 13/02/2018 The gender no-pay gap: Women in Spain do twice as much unpaid work as men See also
Annex 9
12
European Parliament's DG for Internal Policies: Gender Equality Policies in Spain See also Annex 10
13
El País, 23/03/2018 Why Women’s Day was such a runaway success in Spain See also Annex 11
10
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that gender violence includes psychological harm. According to labor ministry
statistics unearthed by the UGT, 2484 women were affected by sexual harassment
between 2008 and 2015 and companies paid fines totaling 237,748 euros over the
period.14

14. The Spanish government has taken steps to address gender equality, although
progress has been slowed to a degree by the economic crisis. Its Equal
Opportunities Strategic Plan 2014-2016 recognized that:
“The progress achieved by women in education (58.56% of persons with a
university degree are women) are not yet fully reflected in the workplace, and
there are still notable inequalities between women and men regarding access,
permanence and working conditions. An especially persistent and complex
phenomenon is the pay gap. In order to advance towards a fairer and more
socially cohesive society, and towards a stronger, more efficient and competitive
economy it is essential to deal with these inequalities effectively. Therefore it is a
priority to improve equal opportunities between women and men in access to,
permanence in and working conditions of the job market and entrepreneurial
activity.”

Gender in XPO
15. By law, alongside all larger companies operating in Spain, XPO must have a
Gender Equality Plan in place. These plans should consider issues including equal
access to work, time off for family responsibilities, and sexual harassment, and
provide disaggregated employment data provided as part of each plan15. XPO has
neither updated nor implemented its current Gender Equality Plan (Annex 13), nor put
in place monitoring mechanisms, since it took over from Norbert Dentressangle. No
"Gender Equality Committee" is in place, for example, although the document mentions one.
The FeSMC UGT is in the course of following this up with XPO (Annex 14).
16. The situation may be resolved legally soon enough. In February 2018, the Spanish
press reported that the government’s updated Equal Opportunities Strategic Plan
14

El Periódico 20/11/2017 Casi 2.500 mujeres denuncian en España acoso sexual laboral See also Annex 12
Ministerio de Sanidad, Servicios Sociales e Igualdad, SERVICIO DE ASESORAMIENTO PARA PLANES Y
MEDIDAS DE IGUALDAD EN LAS EMPRESAS See also Annex 15
15
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2018-2020 is likely to introduce tighter measures to address the gender pay gap.
The new rules under discussion would strengthen the existing procedures because
companies would be obliged to register salary figures disaggregated by sex, and
would have to lodge a gender equality plan with the authorities, which is not
currently a requirement16.

The XPO Promotion Gap
“With regards to equivalent roles, the company’s aim is to reduce the pay gap
between men and women, notably by monitoring this indicator more closely within
the framework of pay review cycles.” Annual summary of XPO activities related
to the UN Global Compact17
17. In the Alovera II warehouse at Guadalajara, where the primary client is Amazon,
there are around 230 directly-employed workers who are on permanent or
temporary contracts, with temporary agency workers additionally engaged. On
average, approximately 67 percent of the total workforce is temporary agency
staff18. Of the directly employed workers, an estimated 150 are men and 80 are
women. Most of the union representatives on the works committee are women (6
out of a total of 8).
18. XPO categorizes the Alovera II workers as "ordinary" or "specialist.” Ordinary
workers perform the lower level functions in the warehouse; in XPO, they
constitute the bulk of the workforce. Specialists generally handle machinery.
Team leaders, in roles of authority, are mostly specialists who are paid a
premium for heading up the team. Supervisors manage team leaders.
19. Only one woman employee is a “specialist," and we understand that the company
employed her as such from the outset. There are 18 team leaders – only two are
women. There are four supervisors, one of whom is a woman. As a result of this
imbalance, there is very likely a significant gender pay gap – though it is one we

16

PLAN ESTRATÉGICO DE IGUALDAD DE OPORTUNIDADES 2018 - 2021 See also Annex 16
Committed to the United Nations Global Compact Principles in Europe, Communication on Progress See also
Annex 17
18
Internal Report on Working Conditions in XPO Logistics Spain, Verónica Silveira FeSMC UGT.
17
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can’t calculate accurately without company statistics. Because XPO Logistics
doesn’t publish its employment figures by gender for Spain, we know very little
about the gender breakdown of the workforce either nationally or at the regional
or local levels.
20. However, we do know there is an issue with unequal pay and that this links to
promotion opportunities. Interviews with women workers and with their male
colleagues reveal a culture of failure to recognize skill and responsibility. Many
“ordinary” workers perform supervisory, administrative and other posts for which
they receive no additional remuneration. The FeSMC UGT explained:
“In most of the logistics companies, workers are promoted automatically after
three years, it’s then understood they are specialized in their post and as such
should receive compensation.
“XPO demands a versatile workforce able to carry out all jobs, but which gets
paid the same as any worker, so, despite more and more specialization, they still
get the same salary.19”
21. There is also a clear argument that XPO's understanding of the operation of
machinery as a specialism that deserves more recognition, while ignoring other
skills and experience counts against women employees. One put it like this:
"They make us responsible for other new colleagues, or we form mini work teams
that we have to manage. You are assuming responsibilities and functions you're
not recognized for. And we explain these things to the company; that they
shouldn't only promote workers because of knowing how to operate a machine.
We are telling the company that promotion isn't just a matter of this, but that you
could also be a specialist because you have specialized in many functions within
the warehouse and you are versatile."
22. The specialist category is a question of status and recognition as well as pay. At
the same time, the dynamic of unrecognized responsibilities and skills does lead
directly to male and female workers doing the same jobs but receiving different
wages. An “ordinary” worker in her 40s who has been working the job for four
years, explained:
19

Internal Report on Working Conditions in XPO Logistics Spain, Verónica Silveira FeSMC UGT
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“I trained on the forklift, and the company provided the training. I carried goods
in the packing area. Now I'm in a different department, managing stock. I have to
operate the machine whereby I have to remove the pallets and count the
merchandise, but they don't pay me for that category of work. I have the training
- but they don't recognize it.
“Months ago alongside several colleagues, I asked about this in human
resources, and they told us that we had to do the work for a stipulated time and
use the machine habitually and that within six months they would look to see if
we merited the higher (specialist) category.
"Then a week ago the categories were revised, and they are paying 14 people
more. But all of these colleagues are men. There are several women including
me, who use the forklift on the rack or to carry merchandise, or to take stock,
and the higher category hasn’t been applied to any woman. We have equal jobs
and same conditions of work, comparable and equal. The men are simply making
more money than the women.20”
23. In May 2018, after our interviews, forty-one workers were promoted, with only
one woman amongst them; the query from the union committee on promotion
criteria is attached as Annex 18.
24. Annex 19a shows the salary details of a woman worker who is currently carrying
out the duties of a specialist but without recognition. She does exactly the same
work as the male worker whose salary details we show at Annex 19b. The male
worker has been designated “specialist,” with a salary difference of just under 13
euros per month (see “Plus Convenio”). This amount may seem small but when
calculated as an annual sum, is significant.

Discrimination against women and families
25. The right to opt for shorter working hours due to family responsibilities is legally
protected in Spain.21 However, there is evidence that women who have taken this
option see their opportunities for promotion suffer. One mother was very clear
about how her opportunities at work had diminished:
20

Interview with authors, April 2018
Agencia Estatal Boletín Oficial del Estado, Real Decreto Legislativo 2/2015, de 23 de octubre, por el que se
aprueba el texto refundido de la Ley del Estatuto de los Trabajadores See also Annex 20
21
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“The moment I asked for a reduction in hours my problems began. The truth is
that I have always been very responsible with my work. I have put in dedication
and effort, and I have not been off work. I've always asked for training and
promotion and at first was told that it couldn't happen now because I'm worth
two workers - but little by little I would get there. Then for personal reasons, I
went for a reduction in working hours, and that was when they said that if I
wanted to qualify for any better position or learn other things I needed to go up
to 8 hours and lose my shorter hours. I feel bad, not for being unable to qualify
for a better job but because of the discrimination that I'm facing for being a
mother22”
“Around the campaign at Christmas, when they started to promote trainers for
the new people, I thought, am I never going to be a trainer nor learn to do
anything different? That is something I could easily do in my four hours.23”
26. One bizarre demonstration of the management attitude to women is the
assignation of a laundry task to women, and then, only to those women who are
working reduced hours. A FeSMC UGT union representative explained:
"These workers who have reduced working hours due to the care of children
somehow are made responsible for operating the washing machine to clean the
wrist straps that are used by temporary agency staff. This fact may seem
coincidental, but no men carry out this work, evidenced by the fact that when one
or other of these workers has been off work, or on sick leave, the washing
machine has stopped being used."24
27. Pregnant women have also suffered discrimination. Women directly employed by
the company who are pregnant have been redeployed to work in a way that could
seem devised as a punishment. One interviewee told us:
"I remember two permanent workers who were pregnant; they were treated in a
way that the company hoped would make them ask to leave. Something quite
alarming for all the workers is that those who were pregnant were tasked with
standing in the middle of the warehouse in the packing area, counting pallets. It
shocked us all a lot to see our colleague standing there for 8 hours, doing very
little.25

22

Interview with authors, April 2018
Interview with authors, April 2018
24
Internal Report on Working Conditions in XPO Logistics Spain, Verónica Silveira FeSMC UGT
25
Interview with authors, April 2018
23
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28. It would also appear that this happens even though there is other work suitable for
the redeployment of a pregnant worker, as explained by a union representative:
“Human resources have two interns who make photocopies, file papers, organize
the incoming merchandise and do other things in the office. All this kind of stuff
pregnant women could do. One of the team leaders is responsible for distributing
the clothing, gloves, etc. and keeping an inventory: a pregnant woman could do
that. And a pregnant woman could provide support to the team leaders, without
putting her health at risk. Also, this work would be in areas that are not so cold
nor in extreme temperatures because when the gates open in the warehouse,
there are drafts and if you are standing right there and are stationary, that poses
a risk.26”
29. In the context of the high level of precarious contracting, the fear of losing their
jobs has led to women hiding pregnancies, with obvious implications for safety.
One woman said:
“When we have a case of a woman who becomes pregnant and is a temporary
worker she tries to speak as late as possible to the company because she’s sure her
contract is not going to be renewed – and the reason will be the pregnancy. We
have already had a case or two. (Name redacted) reported her pregnancy and
when she did, straightaway her contract was not renewed.
“At that time many other workers’ contracts were renewed; temporary workers
who have a problem are not dismissed, they just don’t get their contracts
renewed. That’s is what is done with many workers here.
"Right now we have another colleague who is pregnant. She has a month to go
before her renewal. So as not to be fired she will wait out the month to see if she
gets her contract renewed and we assume, will communicate it then.”27
30. Finally on this point, when a worker has a personal or family issue and needs to
take a day’s personal leave – and these are often women – the company has been
known to put pressure on workers to not claim days they are entitled to by
agreement. Such pressure has been applied after the hospitalization of a family
member and also in the case of family deaths. As a FeSMC UGT official observed:
“What they try to do is to get the employee back to work as soon as possible.28”
26

Interview with authors, April 2018
Interview with authors, April 2018
28
Internal Report on Working Conditions in XPO Logistics Spain, Verónica Silveira FeSMC UGT
27
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing
31. Women’s physical and mental health is at risk in the Alovera II warehouse. The
culture of high pressure and unrewarded responsibility and skills, sitting alongside
a status quo where the majority of management jobs go to men and promotions to
“specialist worker” see male workers preferred, makes for a psychologically
unhealthy working environment. One woman said:
"I get down. I lost 14 kilos in the first six months, and one day the boss told me,
wow, there's nothing left of you, you're all skin and bone! Well, I thought, if
there's only skin and bone left on me, that's because you've got me eight hours
doing picking."29
32. Another interviewee stated:
"I've had a bad time with it; the truth is that I've cried buckets. But now, well, in
the end, it's a job, I try to avoid feeling like that, but it is true that affects you. You
know this happens because someone has decided they don't like you, not because
you're worthless."
33. As has already been explained, in the Alovera II warehouse, most of the union
representatives are women. In particular, female union representatives seem to be
singled out for adverse treatment. One said:
"A boss came by. So there he is with his hands in his pockets and said we mustn't
talk because we might get distracted, but what he said was directed at me
personally, he meant that they could talk to another colleague but not to me,
these were the words of a team leader.30”
Another union representative told her story:
“Well let's say that I’d had pretty bad treatment already and then I found out
about the possibility of being able to get on the union committee. Then I decided
to, because I wanted to change things not only for myself but also for the
company. I have been given other jobs like training people - not many people, in
truth, but they did give this job to me often. Or when people came from abroad, I
29
30

Interview with authors, April 2018
Interview with authors, April 2018
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got to show them around the warehouse because I know other languages. But
when it comes to promotion, I never get taken into account. I'm always put in a
position, for example, one which at the time had only men doing the job, and I
went for a long time being the only woman there, picking at ground level, that is
pretty hard. I have been months when virtually no other woman was there."31
34. Occupational segregation by gender has negative impacts, sometimes for both
sexes. We know that jobs are devalued when women hold them, and that male
managers do more segregated hiring than female managers.32 We also know that
women in mostly male workplaces report more discrimination than in other
workplaces and that they can exhibit psychological stress responses.33
35. The way the work is organized at XPO may also be impacting unfairly on women
because it has become increasingly spatially segregated by gender. We referred
above to one worker’s feelings about being the only woman put on duty in an area
where most of the workers are men. In XPO at Alovera II, both horizontal and
vertical occupational segregation do appear to exist (according to the estimates we
have received; see however the previous reference to the company's not providing
statistics in Spain via a Gender Equality Plan). It seems XPO perpetuates this
physically in the way space is organized, as explained by a union representative:
"At the beginning, there were fewer of us, and all the workers did all the work. It
may be true that their plan was for the area of packing and picking to be
designated for women and other areas to men due to the weight and volume of
the workload. But at first, we all did everything. The women were in all areas and
the men too. Then there was an increase in the volume of work, and now women
are mainly in the area of packing and picking and also in reception. In the whole
rack area where there are very large items, there are men, and in shipping - that
is for loading trucks, there are also men except for when there is an overload of
work when women can enter any area.34”
36. There are significant health and physical safety implications for women and
indeed also for men, of this way of working, which range from the genuine danger
of accidents to the longer-term consequences of carrying out monotonous tasks.
31

Interview with authors, April 2018
The Atlantic 20/03/2013 The Problem With Mostly Male (and Mostly Female) Workplaces See also Annex 21
33
Science Daily, 24/08/2017 Women in mostly male workplaces exhibit psychological stress response See also
Annex 22
34
Interview with authors, April 2018
32
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The situation could be improved by the introduction of a more gender-balanced
rotation system, as explained, again by a union representative:
“If the men are working on the forklifts and other machines but women have to
go to amongst them picking in the area where trucks are, or pallets are
transferred, then they are putting at risk their physical integrity. They could be
run over or harmed accidentally while removal of material from the shelves is
going on.
“Another impact is that the work becomes monotonous and tedious and this
increases the accident rate. Recently, we have seen a document that sets out
health and safety measures that the Ministry of Labour’s inspectorate expects the
company to follow. There it says that you may not be static in a post for more
than a certain amount of time, but that doesn't happen because, for example, in
the area of stock management or the administrative area, workers are at tables or
computers and are virtually static in that post. At the same time, not having a
rotation system creates monotonous work that’s repetitive. People are getting
hand injuries there. However, while handling goods in the rack area, where the
men are, the injuries are to the back or the neck. In both cases it’s because
there’s no change of work, it is always the same.”35
37. Productivity targets are a causal factor behind injuries as a result of heavy lifting,
as explained by one woman:
“If you are a woman and you ask many times for help you get labelled as being
weak if you can't manage with the boxes, and the men also complain often, but
don't ask for help. Some boxes weigh more than 20 kilos and 30 and 40 kilos.
Some boxes are very heavy. You have to handle it; then when you get hurt, of
course, that is when they say that you should have asked for help and not carried
this on your own. In the end, if you ask for help you slow up, your productivity
rate goes down and so does that of the colleague who helped you. So in the end,
the issue is it's all about productivity, productivity, productivity.”36
38. A more detailed assessment of health and safety risks across both women and men
at the Alovera II warehouse is not the intention of this study. Yet it would be
irresponsible not to record some severe and urgent risks were identified during its
course, which included:

35
36

•

Hazardous working at heights without safety harnesses,

•

Blocked emergency exits (see photos in Annex 29),

Interview with authors, April 2018
Interview with authors April 2018
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•

Automated lighting that didn't work,

•

Badly-stacked and broken pallets which have led to goods falling from the
racks (see also photos in Annex 29)

•

A high level of pressure around productivity targets which means working at
speed becomes the over-reaching priority, ahead of safety.

39. This shocking example of the disregard for safety was cited during our interviews:
“A temporary agency worker got into a machine that crushes and recycles the
cardboard, and he was told to get in and to push the cardboard. What happened
to the guy was that he fell and sprained his ankle. The machine was stopped when
he got in, but it's at a height of 2 meters. They fired him after two months.”37
40. According to the information we have been given, labor ministry safety inspectors
have made recommendations that have not been implemented at XPO’s Alovera II
warehouse. Attached at Annex 23 is Health and safety inspectorate documentation
detailing such recommendations, covering issues including temperatures in the
warehouse, lighting and employee training.

Sexual Harassment
41. Sexual harassment is a significant health and safety risk and maybe more so at
Alovera II because of XPO’s management culture.
42. Five risk factors for workplace sexual harassment (identified by the Canadian
government’s 2017 report on their public consultation on harassment and violence
in the workplace38) are: low employee morale, unrealistic workloads, problematic
supervision, domineering management and a lack of communication between coworkers and supervisors. The EEOC in the United States publishes its own list39,
amongst which the following appear: significant power disparities, reliance on
customer service or client satisfaction and monotonous or low-intensity tasks.
37

Interview with authors April 2018
Employment and Social Development Canada: Harassment and sexual violence in the workplace See also
Annex 24
39
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Chart of Risk Factors for Harassment and Responsive
Strategies See also Annex 25
38
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43. It seems that XPO Alovera II fulfills some of these characteristics. We have
already seen that the work is monotonous. The intense drive for productivity has
been described. There is a definite emphasis on the satisfaction of the client,
Amazon. A UGT official described a domineering management culture as
follows:
"One head of operations used to walk around the warehouse yelling and insulting
workers who did not comply with his orders … it is not just high-level bosses but
is common practice among middle managers, who are authoritarian, and whose
behavior towards the workforce is rude, even commenting on the physical defects
of the staff. Orders are given with an air of superiority - and without manners."40
44. Union representatives have said their management has talked about a culture of
“over-familiarity," and believe that it is, in fact, a culture of disrespect, stemming
from senior management and leading to inappropriate behavior, discriminatory
comments, etc., with managers failing to step in and stop it:

"Countless times we have seen leering, comments on the physical appearance of
the women workers and even some physical contact out of place closeness, or
touching. When this has been brought to the attention of management, the women
workers in the warehouse have been characterized as being "soft" – or research
has been carried out in which the victim has come to take back what has been
said by fear of the reprisals that the company could take against her.”41
45. The culture of disrespect is not limited to gender. One woman related what
happened to her colleague of another race:
"A team leader was looking for her and then was asking about if anyone had seen
her. A colleague told the team leader where she was, which was an area that has
bad lighting. "But I do not think that you will find her," he said, and the other
replied, "But I'm looking for her, and I don't see her." The response was: "I don't
think you will, she's black and that area is in the dark." Then they both began to
laugh. I already knew with the first sentence where he was going with it. But with
the retort, I turned around and told him "this is all very well so if you want, let's
all go to human resources and you two can explain yourselves there." And the

40
41
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team leader said “yes, that is shocking what that he said” and I told him “but
you 're the one who’s supposed to stop this - and you are allowing it.”42
46. Attached as Annex 26 is a compilation of complaints put by the union committee
at Alovera II relating to inappropriate comments and conduct by managers and
supervisors towards workers, mostly focusing on productivity targets. This
evidence underlines the toxicity of pressure over workload combined with a
disrespectful management culture.

Conclusions
47. In the course of this study, we have found that systematic gender discrimination
is practiced at the Alovera II warehouse.

•

There is a 15:8 ratio of men to women employed in the “ordinary” category,
women are under-represented in this and other job categories, especially in
that of “specialist,” with the distinction being the operation of machinery.
Extremely low numbers of women are employed in the higher-paid “specialist"
category.

•

Women are not given the same promotion opportunities as men. Even when the
women workers are already routinely operating machinery or doing identical tasks
to their male colleagues, they are not promoted.

•

Women are suffering from wage discrimination.

•

The fact that the operation of machinery has been recognized as a speciality that
deserves a different category, while other skills and experience are ignored,
disserves women employees who are versatile or take on comparable
responsibilities in administration and supervision.

42
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•

These pay and promotion inequalities are very likely to have created a
significant pay gap. Data is needed to allow a proper assessment of the pay gap
but is not provided by the company, despite its legal obligation to have a Gender
Equality Plan in place.

•

Women who work reduced hours to look after their families are doubly
discriminated against, because they are denied promotion or progression to
different jobs.

•

Some of the women who work reduced hours have been given laundry to do, a
role that no men undertake. Allocating to such workers a job which carries the
stereotype of low-value “women’s work,” while men are not given that job,
undermines their status in the workplace.

•

Workers asking for leave to deal with personal and family matters have been
pressurized not to take the days they are entitled to; this is likely to impact women
particularly.

•

Pregnant workers suffer from precariousness. Women in the warehouse have
been known to hide their pregnancies until the last moment, because those who
are temporary workers are afraid to lose their jobs. This behavior also highlights
the negative impact on women’s health and safety of an environment of precarious
contracting.

•

Additionally, those permanent-employed pregnant women are neither correctly
nor thoughtfully reassigned to safe jobs, and instead have visibly been given
work that is perceived as low-value.

•

An aggressive management approach and a culture of disrespect in the
warehouse has led to inappropriate behavior and discriminatory comments, with
managers failing to step in and stop it. Impolite language and conduct have been
especially focused on some of the women trade union representatives, and the
company has not taken remedial action following complaints.
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•

The pre-conditions for sexual and potentially racial harassment, do exist.
Some of these are monotonous work, high or unrealistic workloads, an emphasis
on the satisfaction of the client (in this case Amazon), low employee morale,
problematic supervision and domineering management. In the gathering of data
for this study, we have heard reports of sexual harassment, but no official
complaints have been pursued.

•

The spatial segregation of women and men has negative impacts on health and
safety, with corresponding dangers for women’s psychological and physical
health, as well as the potential risks for both men and women when work is
monotonous, and not rotated between areas.

•

The intense management focus on getting workers to achieve productivity
targets, giving this more importance than safety, creates a perilous environment
for all. Work is accomplished at speed without workers asking for help or
observing procedures that might slow them down. This impacts for example on
those women engaged in heavy work such as lifting, as well as on others working
at heights and with machinery.

•

Many of the above factors: perceived low value, aggression/domination, workload
pressure and physical stress, combine to produce an unusually toxic environment
for women workers’ psychological wellbeing.

Why XPO must act
48. It is undeniable that all the 230 direct XPO employees at Alovera II, women and
men (both permanent and temporary) and the temporary agency workers who
work alongside them are subject to a corporate culture of aggressive management.
This culture is impacting negatively on their lives. We have demonstrated that
XPO women workers suffer sexism and discrimination. We know that sexism
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makes women sick43, and we are concerned for women workers’ physical and
psychological wellbeing. It is vital that the company understands that, and
changes the situation to make improvements for all. XPO’s reputation as an
employer is at stake. One of the women workers we interviewed made the
following observation:
"What strikes me is that all people aspire to is to have fixed employment to be
able to have a home, pay their loans, etc. And today I think that the 90 percent of
the workforce feel that if they could get anything else they'd up and leave,
because this company, XPO, does not value its workers"44
49. The UGT view is that XPO’s practices in Spain diverge significantly from those
of other logistics companies and that the aggressive management culture, the
workload pressure and the precariousness of employment at XPO hark back to
previous times:
“There are workers from the latest workplaces that XPO has taken over or who
used to be employed with other logistics operators working for Carrefour who
are with Logitech or Alcampo who are with IDL; these are operators that have a
14 or 15-year history here in the province, such as Carrefour. These workers are
absolutely affronted because of the treatment they are getting. When they enter
XPO, there are conditions they've never see before in their lives: the excessive
demands, the on-going harassment caused by constant productivity targets, etc.”
“The precarious situation and the abuses to which these employees are exposed
are reason enough to implement immediate measures to put in place something
that would at least resemble decent conditions for workers of a 21st-century
logistics company."
50. At the same time, XPO Logistics Europe has itself said how proud it is to have
signed the UN Global Compact. The UNGC not only upholds the International
Labour Organisation's non-discrimination conventions, but it also promotes the
Women's Empowerment Principles,45 They include:
a. Treating all women and men fairly at work,
b. Respecting and support human rights and non-discrimination,
c. Ensuring the health, safety, and wellbeing of all women and men workers,
43
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d. Promoting education, training and professional development for women
e. Measuring and publicly reporting on progress to achieve gender equality.
51. These principles are immensely relevant to this report, and are reflected in the
remedial action suggested below. It is acutely evident that XPO is contravening
the public commitments it has made to equality and fairness. XPO Logistics is the
third largest performer in both metrics on the Fortune 500.46 It was ranked 80th
among largest employers, and yet much of the pressure XPO puts on workers does
impact on women particularly, and appears to be designed to maximize profits by
cutting time and costs. Common sense tells us there is a breaking point at which
profit maximization does impact on the wellbeing of workers, even where the
techniques, employee communication, and new technology used are groundbreaking, none of which appears to be the case in the Alovera II warehouse.

Recommendations for remedial action
52. This report concludes that in XPO’s Alovera II warehouse, a breaking point has
been reached and that the impact has landed disproportionately on women
workers, affecting their wellbeing. The situation is unsustainable at Alovera II and
must be addressed at its root, also because it is likely that other XPO workers in
Spain are affected by the negative and aggressive management culture. Further
work may need to look at the role of the logistics client in understanding and
assisting in remedying the problem. It is also vital to ensure that future women
workers in new centers are not treated likewise. Thus, it is essential that corrective
action is taken now, and fundamental for the company to realize that such action
would be in its own interests.
53. Based on the evidence in this report, the following recommendations are made:
a. That XPO Logistics Europe agrees a corrective program of action for Spain
with FeSMC UGT, the majority union representing its workers and where
46
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appropriate, other key unions involved, to include the following as a
minimum:
i. Complete, update and publish an XPO Gender Equality Plan including
statistics on men and women’s employment nationally. Include the
designation of management-level responsibility for gender equality, and
workplace gender committees.
ii. Implement a plan to promote the professional development for women in
XPO Alovera, with targets for employment, education and training of
women and men in each job category.
iii. Immediately implement all recommendations of the safety inspectorate,
and ensure the health, safety, and wellbeing of all women and men
workers, which must include agreement with the workers’ representative
unions of a strategy on productivity targets.
iv. Open discussions with the union and the Guadalajara regional
government on the employment standards that need to be in force in any
new center of employment, including that planned at Marchamalo.
54. Additionally, we must be assured that the situation in Spain is not replicated in
other XPO operations in Europe. The Spanish experience would lead us to
question whether the UNGC commitments made by the company in terms of
gender are adequately monitored or implemented. A second recommendation is
therefore put forward:
b. That XPO Logistics Inc and XPO Logistics Europe enter into in-principle
agreements to research, design and implement gender action programmes in
partnership with the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) at
the global level and with its European counterpart, the ETF, in Europe. The
aim of these programs would be to ensure all XPO workers, women and men,
are treated fairly at work, and that XPO promotes human rights and nondiscrimination in its workplaces.
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XPO sites in Spain (source: Google)
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